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MAIN TOPICS COVERED
• Portfolios of models (interconnected or linked models) should be considered for assessing model risk.
• Proxy models or expert judgement models should be integrated in the scope and people should anticipate their
formalisation (documentation).
• Non regulatory models should be integrated in the MRM framework. Bank should identify incentives in order to
classify and prioritise them.
• There should be a difference between the intrinsic model risk that is linked to uncertainty (can be already taken
into account in pillar 1 capital via the prudent valuation for pricing models) and the operational risk which comes
from model errors (misuse, error in implementation, model governance breach for example.)
• Consider leveraging on the existing framework for regulatory models and have a wide view of the models
through creating a transverse layer.
• Create a Model Risk Committee (like for any other type of risk in a bank)  MRM through a proportional approach.
• The implementation of a MRM framework should start with the governance and the organisation:
- Start sharing practices and develop the MRM culture (US to Europe)
- Create a vocabulary that is known by people in the organisation
- Start prioritise models: those that are more relevant, more material and more complex
- Create a map of the models and a dashboard (or leverage on what it is already available)  Banks consider this
being a work for the 5 years to come…
• Proportionality approach: start by having some minimum set-up, a step by step approach.
• The Model Risk scorecard (or rating) should be a tri-dimensional approach:
- 1st dimension: classify models
- 2nd dimension: assess the materiality (the impact % in the RWA, for example the contribution in the Expected
Loss) and compare the models
- 3rd dimension: target the relevant models (and decide to spend more time on models that are more important,
more material & complex)
The prevention and the mitigation are also important (banks should consider developing more simpler models with a
low maintenance cost, better transparency)
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